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Trends in the Vertical Distribution of Ozone: A Comparison of Two Analyses of Ozonesonde Data
by J. A. Logan, et al.
A group of scientists did a year-long study of the observed changes in
the amount of ozone as a function of altitude. The study was carried
out under the auspices of the GCRP Stratospheric Processes As Related to
Climate (SPARC) program and the International Ozone Commission (IOC).
One part of this study was the evaluation of trends. This chapter,
which was chaired by myself and Bill Randel of NCAR, will result in four
papers to be submitted for publication.
This paper is the first of those to come from the SPARC/IOC report. It
presents analyses from nine ozonesonde stations which have records of
about 30 years in length. These stations are located in Japan, Europe,
and North America. A number of conclusions can be reached from
these data:
1) All stations show a significant negative trend for ozone in the lower
stratosphere.
2) The ozone trends show a seasonal variation which is mostly confined
to the altitudes between 10 and 18 km.
3) The seasonal variation in the trend has a maximum negative trend in
the winter and spring, but the details are different in each of the
regions of the globe measured.
4) Tropospheric ozone trends are extremely variable such that it is not
possible to use the information from nine stations to form a meaningful
global or hemispheric average.
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Abstract.
We presentthe resultsof two independentanalysesof ozonesondemeasurementsof the
vertical profile of ozone. For most of the ozonesondestationswe usedata that were recently
reprocessedandreevaluatedto improvetheir quality andinternalconsistency.Thetwo analyses
give similar resultsfor trendsin ozone. We attributedifferencesin resultsprimarily to differ-
encesin dataselectioncriteria andin utilization of datacorrectionfactors,ratherthan in statisti-
cal trendmodels. We find significantdecreasesin stratosphericozone at all stations in middle
and high latitudes of the northern hemisphere from 1970 to 1996, with the largest decreases
located between 12 and 21 kin, and trends of -3 to -10 %/decade near 17 km. The decreases are
largest at the Canadian and the most northerly Japanese station, and are smallest at the European
stations, and at Wallops Island, U.S.A. The mean mid-latitude trend is largest, -7 %/decade,
from 12 to 17.5 km for 1970-96. For 1980-96, the decrease is more negative by 1-2 %/decade,
with a maximum trend of-9%/decade in the lowermost stratosphere. The trends vary seasonally
from about 12 to 17.5 kin, with largest ozone decreases in winter and spring. Trends in tropos-
pheric ozone are highly variable and depend on region. There are decreases or zero trends at the
Canadian stations for 1970-96, and decreases of -2 to -8 %/decade for the mid-troposphere for
1980-96; the three European stations show increases for 1970-96, but trends are close to zero for
two stations for 1980-96 and positive for one; there are increases in ozone for the three Japanese
stations for 1970-96, but trends are either positive or zero for 1980-96; the U.S. stations show
. zero or slightly negative trends in tropospheric ozone after 1980. It is not possible to define reli-
ably a mean tropospheric ozone trend for northern mid-latitudes, given the small number of sta-
tions and the large variability in trends. The integrated column trends derived from the sonde
data are consistent with trends derived from both surface based and satellite measurements of the
ozone column.
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1. Introduction.
Accurateknowledgeof trendsin the vertical distribution of ozone is neededto evaluate
current understandingof the processesresponsiblefor decreasesin the ozone column, and
processesresponsiblefor changesin troposphericozone. The vertical profile of ozone loss
determineshow global stratospherictemperatureswill beaffectedby ozonedepletionand how
surfacetemperatureswill respondto changesin theentireprofile [e.g.,Ramaswamyet al., 1996;
Hansenet al., 1997; Miller et al., 1992]. The primary sourcesoFinformation onprofile trends
are ozonesondes,the StratosphericAerosol and Gas Experiment(SAGE), Solar Backscattered
Ultraviolet (SBUV) instruments,and the Umkehr technique[e.g., Logan, 1994; Wang et al.,
1996; Hollandsworthet al., 1995; Miller et al., 1997; Harris et al., 1997]. Ozonesondespro-
vide theonly informationon the vertical distributionof ozonein thetroposphereandlower stra-
tospherebelow 20 km, andthey provide the most reliable informationon trendsbelow 30 km
prior to the satellitemeasurementsthat startedin 1979. Lidarsarenow providing measurements
of the ozone profile in the stratosphereand/or troposphereat a few stations,but long term
recordsarelacking [WMO, 1998].
As partof thecontinuingeffortsby theinternationalcommunityto makemorereliableesti-
matesof ozonetrends,thoseresponsiblefor the ozonesondeobservationsundertooka review of
the historical dataandmadethem available for trendanalysisunderthe generalorganizational
umbrellaof the World ClimateResearchProgramme,StratosphericProcessesand their Role in
" Climate (SPARC). The data were examined and re-analyzed to provide, as much as possible,
consistency and continuity in the data. The reevaluated data will be archived at the World
Ozone and Ultraviolet Data Center (WOUDC). A major goal of this exercise was to improve the
quality of data that could be used in an international assessment of trends in the vertical distribu-
tion of ozone conducted in 1997 [WMO, 1998]. The re-evaluated sonde data, along with SAGE,
SBUV, Umkehr, and TOMS (Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer) data were used as part of this
assessment. Results are presented in four papers. Here, we describe the results of two indepen-
dent analyses of the sonde data for 0-27 km. Cunnold et al. [1998] describe trends in the lower
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stratospherederived from SAGE I and II (Version 5.96) data, and Newchurch et al. [1998]
describethetrendsin theupperstratospherederived from Umkehr,SAGE, andSBUV. A com-
parison of trendsderived from all the techniquesand an analysis of their consistencywith
columnozonetrendsis givenin Randelet al. [1998].
Considerationof thepossiblesourcesof error inherentin theozonesondesystemled to two
different approachesto dataselectionprior to trenddetermination,asdescribedin detail in Sec-
tion 2. One,usedby Tiao, Choi, Zhang,andMiller, employsstric'_dataselectioncriteria [Miller
et al., 1995] and a statisticalmodel that includesanautoregressiveerror analysis; this will be
referredto asthe Tiao et al. analysis.The otherapproach,adoptedby Loganand Megretskaia,
usesa lessstringent data filter [Logan, 1994], and a similar statisticalmodel but without an
autoregressive rror analysis; this will be referredto asthe LM analysis.The trendmodelsare
describedin Section3, resultsfrom thetwo analysesarecomparedin Section4, andthe results
arediscussedin Section5.
2. Data Selection and Analysis.
2.1 The ozonesonde data.
Re-evaluated data were provided for three stations in Europe, Hohenpeissenberg, Payerne
and Uccle; three in Japan, Sapporo, Tateno, and Kagoshima; Boulder, Colorado, and Hilo,
Hawaii, in the United States; and Lauder, New Zealand (Table 1). The data for Payerne are
undergoing further homogenization [Stubi et al., 1998], and an interim data set was provided for
the analyses here. Data for four Canadian stations and for Wallops Island were taken from the
World Ozone and Ultraviolet Data Center (WOUDC) in July 1997: these data were not
reevaluated as part of the SPARC activity, but the Wallops Island data were reprocessed as
described below. Data from Aspendale/Laverton in Australia were not used, as problems have
been identified with the data and they are currently undergoing reanalysis [Atkinson, pers.
comm., 1997]. Data from Natal, Brazil were not used because so few sondes were flown in
1993-6 [Kirchhoff, pers. comm., 1997]; trends for the earlier data are given in Logan [1994].
The sonde data were provided in a variety of formats. To facilitate trend analysis, these were
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processedintoa commonformatwhichgivesthecolumnof ozonein Dobsonunits in 33equally
spacedlayers in log pressurefrom 1000to 6.3 mbar (30 layers up to 10mbar). The vertical
resolution,- 1km, waschosento besimilar to thatof SAGEdata.
A detaileddiscussionof thecharacteristicsof the threetypesof ozonesondescurrently in
use is given in WMO [1998]; this report also providesdetailsaboutthe sondeprograms,and
discussesissuesof dataquality in depth [seealso WMO, 1995]. The Canadianstationsused
Brewer Mast sondes until 1979-80,and electrochemicalconcentration cell (ECC) sondes
thereafter.The threeEuropeanstationsuseBrewerMast sondes,theJapanesestationsusetheir
own typeof electrochemicalsonde,typeKC, andtheotherstationsuseECC sondes.Theinitial
goal of the sondeprogramsstartedin the 1960swas to investigatethe distribution of stratos-
pheric ozone,and the effectsof large scalesynoptic influenceson lower stratosphericozone.
The datawere not usedto examineozonetrendsuntil theearly 1980s[e.g., Angell and Korsh-
over, 1983].
It is common practice that the integrated ozone column derived from the sonde profile
measurement is scaled to an independent measurement of the ozone column made by a Dobson
or Brewer spectrophotometer, and the scaling, or correction factor (CF), is used as a criterion for
judging the quality of the data. The spectrophotometer results, in turn, depend on the absorption
coefficients for ozone used to derive the column measurement. The set of coefficients recom-
mended by the World Meteorological Organization for reducing the spectrophotometer data
-changed in 1992 to those measured by Bass and Paur [19'_15]. The reevaluated sonde data used
here were all scaled to ozone column measurements on the Bass-Paur scale, with the exception
of the data from Lauder which were provided unscaled, but with the CF. The data for Wallops
Island from WOUDC were reprocessed so that each profile is scaled to reevaluated ozone
column data on the Bass-Paur scale [Oltmans et al., 19981. For the Canadian data archived at
WOUDC, the ECC data are scaled to ozone column measurements on the Bass-Paur scale, but
the older BM data are scaled to column data on the older Vigroux scale [Tarasick et al., 1995].
In order to make a more homogeneous data set, we multiplied the Canadian Brewer Mast data by
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0.9743to put themon the Bass-Paurscale. Thereareconcernsaboutthe quality of the Brewer
Mast datafor thesestations,astheoperatingproceduresdid not meetstandardsemployedby the
threeEuropeanstations[Claudeet al., 1988],andthey areconsideredlessreliable for determina-
tion of trendsthantheEuropeandata[WMO, 1998].
Scalingthesondeprofile to thecolumn measurementrequiresanestimateto bemadeof the
ozoneamountabove balloonburst,usually between20 and 7 mbar. It hasbeenstandardprac-
tice to usethe mixing ratio at or nearthetop of the profile to estimatethe ozonecolumn above,
althougha new method,using an SBUV climatology to estimatethe top of the profile is now
available [McPeterset al., 1997]; the latter methodwasusedfor the Wallops Island,Boulder,
Hilo, and Lauderdata [Oltmanset al., 1998]. The SBUV climatology was usedfor Payerne
soundingsthat endedbetween30 and 17mbar, while for thosethat reachedabove 17mbar a
constantmixing ratio wasassumed.Between94 and 100%of the acceptablesoundings(accord-
ing to theCF criteria usedby LM) from the reevaluatedstationsandfrom Wallops Island reach
20 mbar,allowing a goodestimateto bemadeof the ozonecolumnaboveburst altitude (Table
2). About 80% of the Canadiansondesreach20 mbar, exceptfor Resolute,whereabout 70%
reach20mbar. TheCanadianECCprofilesthat fail to reach17mbararenot scaledto theozone
column, and a value of 1.0 is given for the correctionfactor in the WOUDC archive. For the
olderBM data,ameandefault value is usedfor the CF if noozonecolumnis measured; for the
high latitudestationResolute,almostall the winter dataarescaledto thedefault CF becauseof
•the lackof columnmeasurements.
There is a significantdifferencein troposphericozonevaluesmeasuredby BM and ECC
sondesthatmustbeaccountedfor in deriving trendsfor theCanadianstations. Intercomparisons
in the 1970sandearly 1980sshowedthat ECCsondesmeasuredmoreozonein the troposphere
thanBM sondesby about 15 to 20% (with a rangeof 7-38%) [Logan, 1994], asdiscussedin
WMO [1995; 1998]. Tiao et al. [1986]usedan interventionterm in their statisticaltrendmodel
at the time when BM sondeswere replacedwith ECC sondes,and this approachwasadopted
here by both groups. The magnitude of the intervention term is similar to the differences
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betweenEEC andBM sondestbund in the intercomparisons, and varies among stations [Tiao et
al., 1986]. For trends starting in 1980 (September 1980 for Goose Bay), the Canadian data are
obtained exclusively with ECC sondes, so no intervention term in necessary.
2.2 Data Selection Criteria.
The correction factor was used as a selection criterion in the trend analyses. Time series for
the correction factors for selected stations are shown in Figure 1; those for the other stations
used in this analysis are shown in WMO [1998]. Mean values of the correction factor are typi-
cally about 1.0 for ECC and KC sondes and 1.25 for BM sondes, except for Hohenpeissenberg,
where the mean CF is about 1.1 [Logan, 1994]. Reasons for the different mean correction fac-
tors for the three BM stations are not fully understood. The jump in the correction factors at
Uccle in 1989 is caused by a change in the way they are calculated. The standard procedure was
used before 1989, and since then they have been determined in the laboratory, by taking the ratio
of the ozone concentration from a calibrated source, and from the ozone sensor of the sonde.
The pump efficiency has also been adjusted. These changes, motivated by a decrease in quality
of the pumps supplied with the BM sondes in 1989, are described in DeBacker et al. [1998] and
WMO [1998]. At Payeme, the preflight protocol of Hohenpeissenberg was introduced in 1983,
and in 1984 changes were made in how the pump flow was measured. Since 1993, several
changes in sonde preparation and calibration were introduced [WMO, 1998]. These changes
seem to have caused lower correction factors, particularly in 1993. The jump in the correction
factors at Goose Bay in 1980 is caused by the change f_'om BM to ECC sondes. At Hohen-
peissenberg, the radiosonde type and interface were changed in August, 1995, and any possible
effects on ozone data are being investigated; there was no dramatic effect on the CFs.
The selection criteria for the CFs used by LM were the same as those of Logan [1994],
0.9-1.35 for BM sondes except for Hohenpeissenberg, wtere 0.9-1.2 was used, and 0.8-1.2 for
ECC and KC sondes. Tiao et al. used the CF criteria of 0.9-1.2 for BM and 0.9-1.15 for ECC
and KC sondes, as in their earlier work [Miller et al., 199:;]. The fraction of soundings that met
these two sets of criteria are given in Table 2. Tiao et al. also required that there was an ozone
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column readingfor thedayof thesounding,andthattheballoonburstwasabove16mbar: these
requirementsare to ensurethat a goodestimatecan be madeof the ozoneprofile aboveburst
altitude, andthat the profile measurementis consistentwith the column measurement.Tiao et
al. removethe scalingto theozonecolumn from the sondedataby dividing eachprofile by the
correctionfactor. If thereis a trendin theCF this canresultin different trendsbeingderivedfor
theozoneprofile [e.g.,Logan,1985,1994; Miller et al., 1995].
LM analyzedthe trendsfor 33 layersandfor 11layersobtai::edby summing3 consecutive
layers; only the latter resultsareshownhere,asresultsfor 33 layersdid not appearto provide
moreuseful informationon trendsthan the 11layers,andthe errorestimatesaresimilar (Figure
2). Tiao et al. aggregatedthe33 layersinto 15Umkehrlayersthattheyhaveusedin their previ-
ousanalyses[Tiao et al., 1986; Miller et al., 1995].
The stricterrequirementsusedby Tiao et al. meanthatthey omit a significantly largerfrac-
tion of thesoundingsthanLM, particularly for theBM stations,asshownin Table 2. The third
column givesthe fractionof soundingsretainedin theLM analysis,andthelastcolumnthe frac-
tion retainedin the Tiao et al. analysis. Hohenpeissenbergis the exception,sinceboth groups
usethesameCF criteria, 0.9-1.2,andretain-90% of thesoundings.In theworst cases,Payerne
and the CanadianBM data,only 25-44%of the soundingsareusedby Tiao et al., comparedto
70-90%by LM; for theBM stations,a larger fraction of soundingsareomitted from theearlier
part of therecordthan from the laterpart, becauseof the downwardtrend in the correctionfac-
.tors. For the CanadianECC soundings,Wallops Island, and the Japanesestations,Tiao et al.
retain about 45-65% (except for Churchill, 31%), while LM retain about 85-95%. The main
causeof data loss for the Tiao et al. analysisis the stricter correction factor criteria; for the
Canadianstationsthe requirementof the balloon reaching 16mbaralso causessignificantdata
loss.
Trendsin thecorrectionfactorusingtheTiao et al. dataselectioncriteria aregivenin Table
3. There aresmall but significanttrends in theCF at severalstations,mostly in the range-1 to
-4%/decade.For bothUccleandPayerne,thestationswith the largesttrends,thetrend is caused
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in largepartby thechangesin thetypical magnitudeof theCF in recentyears(Figure 11.
3. Statistical Trend Models.
Logan and Megretskaia model (LM). The model includes monthly means, four seasonal trends, a
lagged QBO and a solar dependence. The monthly means are weighted by the inverse of the
interannual monthly variance, in an iterative procedure; after fitting the model with the observed
variances, the weights are recalculated from the residuals for the fit, to remove the influence of
the trend on the variances. The latter step is repeated another time to obtain the final weights for
the model. The model does not account for autoregression. An intervention term is included in
the model for the four Canadian stations at all pressure levels, at the date of the change from
BM to ECC sondes; a similar term is included at Payerne for the tropospheric levels in April
1977 to account for the change in the time of soundings from -1600 to 0930 [Logan, 1985]. The
QBO time series used is the 30 mbar wind speed for Singapore and the FI0.7 cm solar radio flux
at Ottawa is used for the solar cycle dependence. Lags were determined for the QBO as
described in Logan [1994].
Tiao et al. model. The model includes monthly means, four seasonal trends, a lagged QBO, a
solar dependence, and an intervention term as above for the Canadian stations and for Payerne.
The residual noise is modelled as a first order autoregresslve model, with different variances in
different seasons. The model is first run with no seasonal weighting, and the final seasonal
weighting is determined in an iterative procedure. The QBO time series is the average of 50
mbar winds at Singapore, Balboa, and Ascension Island. The model assumes zero trend before
Jan. 1 1970. Outliers are removed from the analysis; these are defined as points whose residuals
are more than three standard deviations away from the model fit.
The models are similar in that they fit 12 monthly means and 4 seasonal trends, and allow
for the dependence of ozone on the QBO and solar flux. Difference between the models are the
inclusion of autoregression, the assumption of zero trend before 1970, the removal of outliers,
and the use of seasonal weighting (LM use monthly weighting) in the Tiao et al. model. The
weighting is the Tiao et al. model is iterated to a predetermined convergence criteria, rather than
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a fixednumberof times(LM). Eightof thestationshavedatabefore 1970(Table 1). The verti-
cal distributionof trendsarecomparedprimarily asrelativetrends(e.g.,percentperdecade),the
conventionalway of showingozoneprofile trends. Note that eachgroupused different layers
and thatpercentagetrendswerecomputedrelative to a different reference.The LM trendsare
givenrelativeto the meanof thetime seriesfor which thetrend is calculated,andtheTiao et al.
trendsrelativeto theseasonalinterceptin 1970(or beginningof seriesif later) adjustedfor solar
effectsand interventionif used. A disadvantageof usingthe beginningof the time period asa
baseis that it is not necessarilywell-definedby observationsoncea significant fraction of the
datahavebeenomittedby the selectioncriteria. Absolutetrendsin DU km-1 andcolumntrends
in thetroposphere(1000-250mbar)andstratosphere(250-16mbar)areshown,sothat theresults
canbecomparedin thesameunits (DU) for thesamecolumns.
Trendswerecomputedfor 1970(or the beginningof the recordif after 1970) to 1996by
both groupsandfor 1980-96by LM. Both groupscomputedthe annualtrendsasthe averageof
the four seasonaltrends. The covariancematrix of seasonaltrendswas used to calculate the
standarderrorof the annualtrend.
4. Results.
4.1 Lower Stratosphere.
Time series.
Monthly mean values of ozone near 90 mbar are shown in Figure 3 (upper panel) for
selected stations, using the LM selection criteria; the right hand panels show the time series of
monthly anomalies. Figure 3 (lower panel) shows the time series using the Tiao et al. selection
criteria. Measurements are made 2-3 times a week at the European stations and weekly in
Canada; at the Japanese stations measurements were made weekly at the beginning and end of
the time series, with infrequent data and few summer measurements in between. The frequency
of measurements is reflected in the variability in the monthly values. The effect of the stricter
Tiao et al. criteria is to introduce more gaps in the time series, and to increase the variance in the
monthly anomalies. Time series up to -1993 for all sonde stations (WOUDC data) are shown in
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Logan [1994].
Uccle, Hohenpeissenberg,and Payerneare the closest togetherof the sondelocations.
There do not appear to be any major biases in ozone values near 90 mbar, except for the early
1970s where values at Hohenpeissenberg tend to exceed those at Uccle, and to a lesser extent,
those at Payerne (Figure 4).
Trends for 1970-96.
Seasonal trends in the vertical distribution of ozone are shown in Figure 5 for 1970-96, in
percent per decade; the solid lines are those from LM and the dotted lines those from Tiao et al.
Annual trends are shown in Figure 6. The sonde data are expected to be reliable for trend deter-
mination up to 27 km, according to the recommendations in WMO [1998]. Results are shown
for pressure levels centered below 13 mbar, -29 km, so results for the top level should be con-
sidered less reliable than for the other levels.
The seasonal trends determined by the two groups usually agree within +3%/decade for
most stations, and almost all trends agree within their standard errors in the stratosphere. Agree-
ment is worst for Churchill, with differences of +10 %/decade in summer and winter; this sta-
tion suffers from serious data loss with the Tiao et al. data selection criteria. The annual mean
trends (Figure 6a) agree within 2%/decade in the stratospl_ere, with the exception of results from
Uccle and Payerne; these are the two stations with the largest trends in the correction factors for
1970-96, as discussed in Section 2.2.
The annual trends are shown in absolute units (DU/km/decade) in Figure 6b. This com-
parison avoids the problem of the percentage trends beir g referenced to the mean at different
times; pressure was converted to altitude using the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. This figure, like
Figure 6a, shows that the two groups obtain similar results for the ozone trends except for Pay-
erne and Uccle above 50 mbar. The dashed line in Figu:'e 6b shows the absolute trends com-
puted with the LM model, but with the data treatment of Tiao et al.; their CF criteria, the
requirement that the balloon reaches 16 mbar and that there is a measurement of the ozone
column, and with the data divided by the correction factor. The results from the two groups are
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similar at mostaltitudesat moststationswhenthey usethesamedatatreatment(comparedotted
anddashedlines),andthemajordiscrepanciesat Uccle andPayerneareremoved.
In order to separatethe effectsof dataselectionandof dividing by the correction factor,
trendswerecalculatedwith theLM model usingthe Tiao et al. dataselectioncriteria, with and
without removing thescalingto theozonecolumn. Resultsareshownin Figure7 (in percentper
decade)wherethedifferencebetweenthesolid line andthe dashedline is causedby dataselec-
tion criteria, andthedifferencebetweenthedashedline andthed_ttedline is causedby dividing
by thecorrectionfactor.
For stationswith no trend in the correction factor, Sapporoand Kagoshima,the different
trends in Figure 7 aredue primarily to the dataselectioncriteria, while for Hohenpeissenberg,
wherethe selectioncriteria werealmost the same,the different trendsaredue primarily to the
trend in the correctionfactors(seeTable 3). The effect on trendsof dividing by the correction
factor is largest (2-3 %/decade)for Uccle, Payerne,and Wallops Island, the stationswith the
largesttrend in the correctionfactors. For the remainingstations,theeffect of dividing by the
correction factor is <2 %/decade.Dividing by the CF generallyshifts the profile to larger or
smaller trendsdependingon the magnitudeof the trend in the CF. Changingthe dataselection
criteria sometimeschangesthe shapeof the trendvertical profile, with largesteffectson trends
generally in the lowermoststratospherewhereozoneis most variable. Changingthedataselec-
tion criteria causesdifferencesof lessthan2.5 %/decadein annualtrendsfor moststations,but
differencesare as largeas 5-7%/decadefor parts of the trend profile at Wallops Island, Chur-
chill, andEdmonton(Figure7). Differencesin seasonaltrends(not shown)aresomewhatlarger
thandifferencesin annualtrends,but mostarealsowithin 2.5 %/decade.In addition to changing
themagnitudeof the trends,the stricterdataselectioncriteria increasethestandarderrorsof the
trends,asmay beseenin Figure7.
Figure 8 showstheresultsasthecolumn trend (in DU perdecade)for 250 to 16mbar; this
comparisonalso avoidsthe problemsof the absolutetrendsbeing computedon different layer
thicknessesandpercentagetrendsbeing referencedto themeanat different times. The LM start-
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dard model generallygives morenegativetrends for stratosphericozonethan the Tiao et al.
model: however,whentheLM model is runwith thedatatreatmentof Tiao et al., thereis much
lessdifferencecomparedto theTiao et al. results. The resultsin Figure6band 8 imply thatthe
treatmentof dataprior to trendanalysiscanhavemoreeffect on derivedtrendsthan thedetails
of thestatisticalmodel. The inclusionof autocorrelationin theTiao et al. model givesstandard
errors that appearonly slightly larger than thosein the LM model for Hohenpeissenberg(see
Figure5), wherethedataselectioncriteria werealmostthesame.
Trendsin ozoneare largestin the lower stratosphere,with maximumannualtrendsof -3 to
-10 %/decade(Figure9). Therearestatisticallysignificantdecreasesin ozoneat all the stations
analyzedhere. The decreasein ozoneis locatedbetweenabout30 mbar and the tropopause.
Theseresultsaresimilar to thoseshownin Logan [1994],Miller et al. [1995],WMO [1995],and
Harris et al. [1997] for analysesof WOUDC data that endeda few yearsearlier. Bojkov and
Fioletov [1997]analyzedthe HohenpeissenbergandEdmontondataat WOUDC relativeto the
tropopauseheight,andfound significantdecreasesonly 1-2km abovethetropopause.
The variousstationsform a reasonablycompactbandof trendsfrom 125to 30mbar. Both
groupsfind smallestdecreasesin ozoneat the EuropeanstationsandWallopsIsland,and largest
decreasesat the Canadianstations,andSapporo,Japan(Figure9). Theincreasein ozoneabove
50 mbarat Uccle (Tiao et al. analysis)is an anomaly,likely causedby dividing by the CFs,
which showed a large jump in 1989 (Figure 1). Both negative and positive trends are seen near
• 13 mbar (29.5 km), but these results are less reliable than those at 20 mbar (27 km) and below.
The mean trend in ozone for the sonde stations located from 36 ° to 59 ° N is shown in Fig-
ure 10. Both groups find a mean trend of -7 %/decade for 100 to 200 mbar. From 80 to 15
mbar, the mean trend from Tiao et al. is about 1%/dec_de less negative than the mean trend
from LM. This may be caused in part by the removal of the corrections factors in the Tiao et al.
analysis; the mean trend for the CFs for the stations in Figure 10 is -1%/decade (Table 3).
Referencing the trend to 1970 (Tiao et al.) rather than the mean over 1970-96 (LM) may also
give less negative trends. The error shown for each layer is the standard error of the nine annual
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trends; this error was larger for all layersthan the root meansquareerror of the annualtrend
errorsfor the individual stations.
The ensembleof seasonaltrendsfor 36°-59° N from the LM model is shownin Figure 11.
The narrowestbandof trendsis found in springnearthe ozonemaximum,where it is easiestto
measureozone. Thereis a seasonalvariation in thetrendsthat appearsto dependon region,as
disussedpreviously by Logan [1994] andBojkov and Fioletov [1997]. Decreasesin ozoneare
largestin springand winter at theEuropeanstations,and in springand summerat the Canadian
stations,asshownin Figure 12. There is no significantdecreasein ozonebelow90 mbarat the
Europeanstationsin summerandautumn,while thedecreasepersistsin springto 200 mbar. The
decreasesin ozonearelargerfor theCanadianstationsthanfor theEuropeanstations,andpersist
to 200 mbar andbelow in all seasons.Given the concernsabout the Brewer Mast data for the
Canadianstations[WMO, 1998]theseresultsaresubjectto someuncertainty. TheJapanesesta-
tionsSapporoandTatenoalsoshowlargestdecreasesin winter andspring.
The compositeseasonalbehaviorof the eight stationslocatedbetween36° and 53° N is
shownin Figure 13. Both groupsfind strongseasonalityin the trends from about 300 to 90
mbar,but the seasonalpatternsaresomewhatdifferent. Both groupsfind the largestlossesin
ozonein springandthe smallestlossesin autumnin this region. For the Tiao et al. results,the
lossesin winter arealmostas largeasin spring, while for the LM results,the winter lossesare
smallerthanthosein spring.
Comparison of trends for 1980-96 with 1970-96.
Annual trends for 1980 to 1996 are shown in Figure 14, while the mean trend for 360-59 ° N
is shown in Figure 15 (solid line). In each figure the results are compared to the trend for
1970-96 (dashed line). For about half the stations, the decrease in ozone in the lower strato-
sphere is larger for the period 1980-96 than for the period 1970-96. The mean trend is more
negative by 1-2.5%/decade, with a maximum trend in the lower stratosphere of-10 %/decade.
The errors in the seasonal trends are larger for the shorter period, because of the short length of
the time series. For the Japanese stations the summer trends have extremely large errors because
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of thepaucity of datain muchof the 1980sandthesecontributeto the largeerrorsin theannual
trends. Theerrorsin themeantrendfor 1980-96are largerthan theerrorsin the meantrendfor
1970-96,becauseof thesefactors.
Figure 14 includes results for three stations that started operation after the 1970s. Boulder
(1980-96) shows significant decreases in ozone from 80 to 20 mbar, while Hilo (1982-96) shows
a significant decrease only at 80 mbar; it shows a significant increase at 15 mbar. The data from
Lauder (1986-96) do not show any significant trends in the lower stratosphere, but show an
increase of -5%/decade at 30 mbar, similar to that reported by Bodeker et al. [1998]. The re-
evaluated sonde data were not scaled to the correction factor, and there is a small but significant
trend in the correction factor (Table 3). For the Lauder data scaled to the correction factor,
trends in the lower stratosphere are close to zero and are insignificant except at 30 mbar.
Bodeker et al. [ 1998] present a detailed analysis of trends in the Lauder data.
Differences in trends derived from SPARC and WOUDC data.
Tiao et al. have applied the same trend model to the re-evaluated SPARC data and to the
data archived at WOUDC prior to re-evaluation for Hohenpeissenberg, Payerne, and the three
Japanese stations, for 1970-96. Results from the two data sets for each station are fairly similar
with the exception of results for Payerne in the troposphere, discussed below. The WOUDC
data give slightly more negative trends than the SPARC data for the lower stratosphere at
Hohenpeissenberg in all seasons. For the Japanese statioJis and Payeme the results are similar
for both data sets from about 80 to 20 mbar.
4.2 Troposphere
Time series.
Monthly mean values of ozone near 500 mbar are she wn in Figure 16 for selected stations;
the right hand panels show the monthly anomalies. The da_a from Goose Bay are for BM sondes
prior to August 1980, and ECC sondes thereafter. An intervention term was used in both statisti-
cal models to account for the jump, which intercomparisons from the 1970s and early 1980s sug-
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gest to beabout 15-20%. Differencetime seriesfor the threeEuropeanstationsare shownin
Figure 17 for 500 mbar. Therearesystematicbiasesfor ozonevaluesin the mid-tropospherein
the SPARCdatasets,as were found in the WOUDC data for Hohenpeissenbergand Payerne
[Logan, 1994]. For the reevaluateddata,ozonevaluesat Hohenpeissenbergare systematically
higher than thoseat Payernefrom about 1978to 1990,while there is less bias before 1978.
Values at Uccle are higher than thoseat Payerneand at Hohenpeissenbergup to about 1986.
Thesebiasesresult in different trendsfor thethreestations. The .:latausedherefor Payerneare
provisional,asdiscussedin WMO [1998],andarelikely to berevisedfurther. Thereareparticu-
lar concernsabout the consistencyof the troposphericdata for Payernein the 1980sand for
1990-93.
Trends for 1970-96.
The most obvious feature of the tropospheric trends shown in Figures 5, 6, and 11 is that
there are significant spatial variations in the magnitude and sign of the trends, with decreases, or
no significant trend at the Canadian stations and increases at the European and Japanese stations.
The increases over Europe and at Kagoshima are significant from the surface up to 300 mbar,
while the increases at Sapporo and Tateno are significant only at up to 500 mbar. There is not a
significant seasonal variation in the tropospheric trends (e.g., Figures 5 and 12). The Tiao et al.
trends are less negative for the Canadian stations, more positive for the European stations and
Wallops Island, and about the same for the Japanese stations, compared to the LM results. LM
find increases of 5-15 %/decade for the European stations, while Tiao et al. find increases of
6-25 %/decade. Part of this difference is caused by referencing the trend to the beginning rather
than the middle of the record. For example, at the lowest layer at Hohenpeissenberg, the Tiao et
al. trend is 16 %/decade, while the LM trend is 10 %/decade; however, the Tiao et al. trend
would be only 12 %/decade, if referenced to the same value as the LM trend. Similarly, the Tiao
et al. trend in the lowest layer at Wallops Island would be reduced from about 3 %/decade to 1.2
%/decade (similar to the LM trend) if referenced to the same value as the LM trend. The results
from the two groups for Payerne and Hohenpeissenberg for the absolute trend (in DU
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km-l decade -l , Figure 6b) and for the tropospheric column trend (in DU/decade, (Figure 18) are
in closer agreement than the results for the percentage profile trends, another indication that the
reference point makes an important difference to the results in %/decade. The results of the two
groups for the column trends for 1000-250 mbar are similar for most stations, and using the Tiao
et al. data treatment with the LM model generally improves the agreement.
The ozone increases in Europe and Japan from LM for 1970-96 are somewhat less than
those reported for 1970-91 for the WOUDC data [Akimoto et al, 1993; Logan, 1994]. This is
caused by the relatively flat values of ozone in the last few years (see Figure 16). Bojkov and
Fioletov [ 1997] find the increase at Hohenpeissenberg to be significant only 1 km below the tro-
popause. By comparing data for the first 5 years from the Canadian stations with data for
1987-91 Logan [1994] concluded that there was no evidence for a long term increase in ozone at
the Canadian stations, given the different responses of BM and ECC sondes. This result contrad-
icted the earlier analysis of Wang et al. [1993] who reported an increase of 10 %/decade for all
the Canadian stations. Using an intervention in the statistical model to treat the change in sonde
type, LM find long term decreases for all the Canadian stations (-2 to -9 %/decade), while Tiao
et al. find similar decreases or no significant trend at the same stations. Oltmans et al. [1998]
report an increase of 15 %/decade for Hohenpeissenberg for 1968-95, using a least squares fit to
annual mean values. They also find no trend at Wallops Island and results very similar to those
in Figure 6 for Tateno. They analyzed only these three s'-ations, selected for the consistency of
• their record, and used the data at WOUDC.
Trends for 1980-96.
There is a major change in many of the trends for the period 1980-96 compared to 1970-96
(Figure 14). For the European stations, only Payeme shows a positive trend, of -10 %/decade,
while Uccle shows no change in ozone, and Hohenpeissenberg has a slight negative trend in the
middle troposphere. There are concerns about the consistency of the tropospheric data for Pay-
erne in the 1980s and early 1990s. Tateno also shows nc change in ozone, while Sapporo and
Kagoshima have increases of 5-15 %/decade, not all of which are significant. There are many
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gapsin thedatarecordfor thesetwo stationsin theearly 1980s.particularly for summer. These
gapsgive rise to largeerrors in the summertrends,which contributeto the large errors in the
annualtrends. The Canadianstationsshowdecreasesof-2 to -8 %/decade,and thesearemore
reliable thantheresultsfor 1970-96sinceECCsondeswereusedfor the whole record. Previous
analysesof the CanadianECCdataalsoshoweddecreases[Logan, 1994,Tarasicket al., 1995;
Oltmanset al., 1998]. Oltmanset al. [1998] find nosignificanttrend in ozonefor Hohenpeissen-
berg,Boulder,WallopsIsland,Tateno,andHilo for 1979-95in th: middle troposphere,in agree-
mentwith the resultsin Figure 14. The increasesin ozoneapparentin the late 1960sand 1970s
appearto havelevelled off at severalof the sondestations,and also at remotesurfacesites,as
discussedalsoby Logan [1994] and by Oltmanset al. [1998]. The meantrend for the stations
from 36°-59° N is zero, 3.5 %/decadeless than the meantrend for 1970-96(Figure 15). The
changeis causedby the lesspositive trend for the later period at the Europeanstationsand
Tateno. The conceptof a meantrend is lessappropriatefor the tropospherethan for the strato-
sphere. The locations of the sondestationsin remote regionsof Canada,and morepolluted
regionsof Europe and Asia, may lead to different regional influenceson troposphericozone
from trendsin emissionsof NOx andfrom changesin stratosphericinput of ozone[e.g.,Logan,
1994]. There arenot enoughstationsto form a true statistical averageof tropospherictrends,
evenfor northernmid-latitudes.
Differences in trends derived from SPARC and WOUDC data.
Tiao et al. find similar tropospheric trends using the SPARC and WOUDC data for Hohen-
peissenberg, Sapporo, Tateno and Kagoshima. The results for the two data sets are dramatically
different for Payeme, with much larger tropospheric increases derived for the WOUDC data than
for the data used here (Figure 19). The history of problems with the Payeme data is documented
in WMO [1998], and the WOUDC archive contained erroneously high values for ozone in early
1990s, until these data were later withdrawn. Miller et al. [1995] reported anomalously high
trends for Payeme, based on the data archived at WOUDC at that time. The cause of the unreal-
istic values for Payerne in the early 1990s was an electronics problem that occurred when the
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type of meteorologicalsondewas changed.The data for the early 1990swere subsequently
corrected [Stubi et al. 1998], and provided for the SPARC analysis. Further revisionsare
expectedin thePayernedataaftermorework onhomogenizingtherecord.
4.3 Comparisonof sonde,Dobson,andTOMS trendsat tl-:esondelocations.
The sondetrends in DU were integratedfrom the lowest layer to the layer with its top
boundarynear 16mbar,omitting trendsderivedfrom thelessreliabledataobtainednearthetop
of the soundings.Thesearecomparedto trendsderivedfrom the Dobson(or Brewer) column
data that were obtainedon the sameday as the sondemeasurements.(The column datawere
sometimesunavailablefor the CanadianECC sondesandWallops Island,and aremostly una-
vailablefor ResoluteandChurchill in winter). Thetrendsin thecolumndatawerederivedusing
theLM modelusedfor sondedata,omitting measurementsondaysthatdid not meet theCF cri-
teria for sondesusedby LM. Figure 20 comparesthe column trendsand the integratedsonde
trends,the latter for both theLM andTiao et al. results. TheLM resultsarein somewhatbetter
agreementwith the column trends for the Europeanstations,while the Tiao et al. results
underestimatethecolumnlossmorethantheLM results. This is likely causedby theremovalof
theCFsin theTiao et al. analysis; thereis a negativetrend in theCFsat eachEuropeanstation.
For the Canadianand Japanesestations,there is no systematicbias between the two sets of
resultswith respectto the Dobsontrends. At the Canadianstations,an interventionterm was
usedin the statisticalmodelsindependentlyat eachlevel, so it is lesslikely that the integral of
the sondetrends will equal the Dobson trends. If there is ozoneloss above 16 mbar, the
integratedsondetrendsshouldbe lessnegativethan the Dobsontrends,which is sometimesbut
not alwaysthecase. The SAGEdatafor 1979-96indicatethat theseasonaltrendsin theozone
columnabove16mbarfor 40°-50°Nare -2 to -4 DU/decade[W. Randel,personalcommunica-
tion, 1998].
Figure21showsthecolumntrendsderivedfrom TOMS by Hollandsworthfor Nov, 1978to
Oct. 1994[WMO, 1998],comparedto theintegratedsondetrendsandDobsoncolumntrendsfor
1980-1996.The threetrendsagreewithin their standarder_'ors,but theagreementis bestfor the
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European stations, Boulder and Tateno. The TOMS data confirm that the percent decrease in
ozone (not shown) is largest in spring and summer at the Canadian stations (except Goose Bay
with largest losses in autumn) and in winter and spring at the European stations. Figure 21 is not
an ideal comparison of the ground based and TOMS ozone columns, since it uses the ground
based column data only on the days when there was an ozone sounding; its purpose is the com-
parison with the sonde data.
5. Discussion and Conclusions.
5.1 Analysis methodologies.
Results of the two analyses of trends in stratospheric ozone give fairly similar profiles for
ozone loss, especially when viewed as annual trends (Figures 6 and 9) or as an average over
several stations (Figure 10). Annual trends derived by the two groups agree within 2%/decade,
and agree within their standard errors with the exception of Uccle and Payerne. There are larger
differences in details of the seasonal trends at individual stations, as discussed above.
The two groups selected the data for analysis in different ways, treated the normalization to
the column measurements differently, and used different statistical models. The differences in
the trend models are the assumption of zero trend prior to 1970, the inclusion of autocorrelation,
and the removal of outliers in the model of Tiao et al., and the method of weighting, including
the iterative procedure. All these can contribute to differences in results, although the first does
not apply to Churchill, Edmonton, and Wallops Island which have no data prior to 1970, nor to
Goose Bay where none of the 1969 data meet the Tiao et al. selection criteria. The zero trend
assumption was designed to mimic the effect of chlorine on stratospheric ozone and is not
appropriate for the troposphere, where increases in NOx are thought to be the primary cause of
trends in ozone. The comparisons of absolute trends and of column trends indicates that the pri-
mary reason for different results of the two analyses appears to be the treatment of data prior to
trend analysis; results expressed in this form offer the advantage of not being influenced by the
different reference point for computing percent trends.
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It is importantthat the referencepoint for calculatingpercentagetrendsbe given, since it
influencesthe magnitudeof the relative trends. The useof the beginning of the time series
rather than the mean can makedeceasingtrendsappear lessnegativeand increasingtrends
appearmorepositive,with theeffectbeing largestfor largesttrends. For sparsetime series,the
referencepoint maybe lesswell definedif it is basedon theinterceptof the fit ratherthanon the
mean.
Which trend resultsfor 1970-96are likely to bemorereliab'.2?Ratherthanmakeajudge-
ment,weoffer somecomments.First wenotethat eachgroupchoseasetof criteria for treating
the data,and a trend model that they thoughtto be defensible. As we have shownabove,the
resultsarerobustalthoughtherearedifferencesin detail.
The major differencebetweenthetwo analysesis the dataselectioncriteria. LM useless
strict criteria,with thegoalof maximizing theamountof dataof reasonablequality availablefor
analysis. They do not requirethe soundingsto reacha certain heightbecauseover94% of the
soundingsat the reevaluatedstationsandat Wallops Island reach20 mbar. For the soundings
from reevaluatedstationsanozonecolumnmeasurementis givenwheneveracorrectionfactor is
given. The criteria of Tiao et al. are designedto maximize the quality of datausedin trend
analysis,but theendresult is the lossof 55% of thePayernedata, 60-75% of theCanadianBM
data, and 35-55%of the Uccle, Wallops Island, CanadianECC, and Japanesedata (70% for
Churchill) (Table 2). The main causeof data loss is the stricter correction factor criteria,
• although the other requirements cause significant data loss for the Canadian stations and Wallops
Island. The effect is that gaps are introduced in the time series, and they become noisier.
It is recommended in WMO [1998] that the sonde data should be scaled to the ozone
column for derivation of reliable stratospheric data; Tiao et al. selected their data treatment prior
to this recommendation, and dividing the data by the correction factor for their standard model is
a new approach for them. Their previous analyses [Tiao _t al., 1986; Miller et al., 1995] have
used the data scaled to the ozone column, and they have criticized the approach of dividing the
data by the correction factor [Tiao et al., 1986]. Logan [1985, 1994] and Miller et al. [1995]
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haveshowntrendswith and without dividing by the correctionfactor, to isolate its effect: the
trendsappearmore reliable when the data are scaledto the correction factor, becauseof the
trendsin thecorrectionfactorsatsomestations. PayerneandUccle havejumps in thecorrection
factorsat the time of proceduralchangesor changesin the algorithm usedto derive the ozone
profile, asdiscussedabove(seealsoWMO [1998]). Any offsetsor trendsin the correctionfac-
tor make it inappropriateto removethe scaling to the correctionfactor before deriving trends.
For the stationsanalyzedhere, the effects are largest for Uccle Payerneand Wallops Island;
dividing by theCFsmakesthetrendslessnegativeby 2-3%/decadefor 1970-96,andfor thecase
of Uccle,makesthe stratospherictrendsappearasoutliers comparedto the other stations. The
effects arepotentially larger for 1980-96where the trends in the CF are somewhat larger for
several stations, but Tiao et al. did not analyze the data for this period.
Tiao et al. [1990] and Weatherhead et al. [1998] show the possible importance of including
autoregressive errors within the statistical trend estimation process. This appears to have a rela-
tively minor effect on errors derived for trends at Hohenpeissenberg, where the data selection
was nearly the same (Figure 6). The treatment of the data prior to deriving trends has a larger
impact on trends and associated errors. The errors on the trends derived with the LM model
using the Tiao et al. data selection criteria are larger than those with the LM criteria (Figure 7)
as the time series are noisier. The errors derived by Tiao et al. are generally larger than those
derived by LM (Figure 6b), but the reasons for this are unclear, given the differences in data
-selection and in statistical models. The effect on sonde trends and errors of autoregression,
removal of outliers, and treatment of weighting is under further investigation by Tiao et al., and
will be reported elsewhere.
The optimal selection of sonde data for trend analysis is clearly a subject of debate, given
the different approaches adopted by two groups working independently with the same data. If
one wishes to maximize both data quality and quantity, advantages of both approaches could be
blended, e.g., the less restrictive correction factors used by the LM group, requiring that the bal-
loon reach 20 mbar (less strict than 16 mbar), and requiring a measurement of the ozone column
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(asrequiredby Tiao et al. ), andkeepingthenormalizationto theozonecolumn. This setof cri-
teriawould requireacheckon the profile measurementusinganothertechnique,yet not exclude
somuchdata. With the proposedcriteria, 80-93%of the reevaluateddatasetsandof the Wal-
lopsIslanddatawould beretained(Table2). For theCanadianstations,45-65%of theBM data
and40-80%of the ECCdatawould be retained. Using theseconditionsin the LM model,the
resultsarealmostidenticalto thosein Figure5 and6 (LM results)for theEuropeanstationsand
Sapporo,andverysimilar to thosefor theotherstations,_ith largzstdifferences (1-3 %/decade)
in the lowerstratospherefor theCanadianstations.
Reevaluationcouldclearly improve the CanadianECC dataset. About 20% of the sound-
ings fail to reach20 mbarandmanyozonecolumnmeasurementsaremissing. Wallops Island
hasa similar problem with missingozone column data. Reprocessingof the data after 1980
usingTOMS datato deriveozonecolumnswould solve thelatter problem. The SBUV profile
climatology could be usedto derive the top of the profile for soundingsthat reach20 mbar,
allowingacorrectionfactorto bederived [McPeterset al., 1997].
5.2 TrendResults.
Stratospheric trends. The two analyses shown here demonstrate that there is a statistically
significant decrease in ozone in the mid-latitude lower stratosphere in the northern hemisphere
from 1970 to 1996, and that the largest decreases are loc_.ted between 200 and 50 mbar (12-21
kin). All stations show significant decreases in ozone, with a range of -3 to -10 %/decade near
100 mbar (17 km). The decreases are largest at the Canadian stations and Sapporo (the most
northerly Japanese station), and are smallest at the European stations and Wallops Island in both
analyses. For the mid-latitude stations, the mean trend is si gnificant from 200 to 30 mbar ( 12-24
km) and is largest, -7 %/decade, from 200-80 mbar (12-17.5 km). For trends starting in 1980,
the decrease in ozone is more negative by 1-2 %/decade, with a maximum trend in the lower-
most stratosphere of-9 %/decade.
The seasonal variation in the trends is located prirrarily in the lowermost stratosphere,
between about 12 and 17.5 km. There is little seasonal variation in the trends above 20 km. The
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seasonalvariationdependson region, with largest decreases in winter and spring at the European
stations, and at the two most northerly Japanese stations. There is no significant decrease below
90 mbar at the European station in summer and autumn, while the decrease persists to 200 mbar
in spring. Decreases are largest in spring and summer at the Canadian stations, and persist to
200 mbar and below in all seasons. The results of the two analyses are most different for the
Canadian seasonal trends. The Canadian Brewer-Mast data are of questionable reliability
[WMO, 1998], so the trend results are less reliable than those f_'r other stations. The seasonal
trends for the ECC Canadian data starting in 1980 indicate largest decreases in spring (not
shown).
Tropospheric trends. Trends in ozone are highly variable, and depend on region. There are
decreases or no significant trend at the Canadian stations for 1970-96; for the more reliable ECC
data after 1980, there are decreases of-2 to -8 %/decade in the mid-troposphere. The European
stations show increases of 5-25 %/decade which are significant from the surface to 300 mbar (9
km) for 1970-96; there is no significant trend for Uccle and a marginally significant decrease for
Hohenpeissenberg for trends starting in 1980. Only Payerne gives an increase, 10 %/decade for
1980-96, and this is a provisional data set subject to revision. The increases at the Japanese sta-
tions are largest near the surface, 10-15 %/decade for 1970-96, and decrease with increasing alti-
tude in the troposphere. They are insignificant by 9 km at the two northerly stations, and by 12
km at Kagoshima (30 ° N). Tateno, the Japanese station with most data, shows no trend in ozone
• for 1980-96, while Sapporo and Kagoshima give increases that are not always significant. There
is no significant trend in ozone at the American stations, Wallops Island (for both periods), or
Boulder and Hilo for the later data. The variability in tropospheric trends combined with the
small number of mid-latitude stations makes it impossible to reliably define a mean tropospheric
trend.
Consistency of sonde and column trends. The integrated column trend derived from the
sonde data should be consistent with the Dobson and Brewer column data, since the individual
soundings are scaled to the column measurement, at least for the LM analysis. The column
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trendsderived from both sonde analyses agree with the column trends for 1970-96 for most sta-
tions and seasons. The column trends for 1980-96 from the LM analysis also agree with the
column trends derived from ground-based and TOMS measurements.
5.3 Implications of this study for future profile measurements and analyses.
One of the primary motivations for continuing to measure the vertical profile of ozone at
the sonde stations analyzed here is to monitor changes in the vertical distribution of ozone. Con-
siderable effort and expense is put into obtaining these data, yet a large fraction of the soundings
are rejected in many trend analyses, depending on the data selection criteria chosen. The major-
ity of stations make measurements once a week. With only four potential measurements to
characterize ozone in a given month, we can ill afford to have these data rejected in subsequent
analysis. The quality of data at the long-term stations needs be assured. If a particular sounding
does not pass an acceptable criterion with respect to the CF, or with respect to other measures of
quality, an additional sounding could be flown. It appears that a consensus is required as to what
constitutes an acceptable sounding. The dialogue needs to continue also on treatment of sonde
data prior to trend analysis.
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Table I: Sondedatausedin theanalysis.
ID Station Lat. Long. Type Period
SPARCDATA
53 Uccle 51 4 BM 1/69-12/96
99 Hohenpeissenberg 48 I 1 BM 11/66-12/96
156 Payeme 47 7 BM 11/66-12/96
12 Sapporo 43 141 KC 12/68-12/96
67 Boulder 40 -105 ECC 3/79-12/96
14 Tateno 36 140 KC 11/68-12/96
7 Kagoshima 32 131 KC 1/69-12/96
109 Hilo 20 - 155 ECC 9/82-12/96
256 Lauder -45 170 ECC 8/86-12/96
WOUDC DATA
24 Resolute 75 -95 BM 1/66-11/79
ECC 12/79-2/96
77 Churchill 59 -94 BM 10/73-8n9
ECC 9/79-12/96
21 Edmonton 53 -114 BM 10/72-8/79
ECC 9/79-12/96
76 GooseBay 53 -60 BM 6/69-8/80
ECC 9/80-12/96
107 Wallops Is. 38 -76 ECC 5/70-5/95
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Table 2: Fraction of soundiligs that meet various criteria.
Brewer Mastdata Years 0.9-1.35 0.9-1.35 0.9-1.35 0.9-1.2 0.9-1.2 0.9-1.2
20 mbar 20 mbar 16 mbar 16 mbar
Station Column Column
Uccle 70-96 0.87 0.84 0.84 0.58 0.54 0.54
Hohenpeissenberg 70-96 - - 0.93 0.91 0.91
Payerne 70-96 0.83 0.80 0.80 0.47 0.44 0.44
Resolute 70-79 0.91 0.60 0.46 0.75 0.39
Churchill 73-79 0.69 0.49 0.49 0.44 0.25 0.25
Edmonton 72-79 0.78 0.60 0.59 0.53 0.34 0.34
Goose Bay 70-80 0.81 0.65 0.64 0.42 0.32 0.32
ECCdata Years 0.8-1.2 0.8-1.2 0.8-1.2 0.9-1.15 0.9-1.15 0.9-1.15
20 mbar 20 mbar 16 mbar 16 mbar
Station Column Column
Resolute 80-96 0.96 0.71 0.47 0.90 0.59 -
Churchill 80-06 0.97 0.80 0.41 0.89 0.67 0.31
Edmonton 80-96 0.95 0.84 0.78 0.84 0.68 0.63
Goose Bay 80-96 0.95 0.75 0.61 0.87 0.63 0.50
Sapporo 70-96 0.88 0.83 0.83 0.67 0.60 0.60
Tateno 70-96 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.65 0.59 0.59
Kagoshima 70-96 0.85 0.81 0.81 0.53 0.46 0.46
Wallops 70-96 0.98 0.93 0.80 0.88 0.77 0.66
Boulder 80-96 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.88 0.88
Hilo 82-96 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.85 0.85
Lauder 86-96 0.92 0.87 0.87 0.92 0.84 0.84
. The third column gives the fraction of soundings that met the CF criteria required for the
LM analysis (except for Hohenpeissenberg); the fourth column gives the fraction that
also reach 20 mbar and the fifth column the fraction that also have an ozone column
measurement. The sixth column gives the fraction that n_eet the Tiao et al. CF criteria,
the seventh column gives the fraction that also reach 16 mbar, and the eighth column
gives the fraction that also have an ozone column measurement. For Boulder, Hilo,
Lauder and the Japanese stations, no CF is given if there in no ozone column so the
soundings fail the CF criteria. For the BM Canadian stations, a default CF is given
which fails the Tiao et al. CF criteria except for Resolute but meets the CF criteria used
by LM; for the ECC soundings, the default CF is 1.0, which meets the CF criteria.
Resolute is not required to have an ozone column in winter. Wallops Island was given a
default CF of 1.0 when no correction factor was available.
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Table3. Trendin correctionfactors(%/decade).
Period 70-96 80-96
Uccle -2.6_+0.6 -3.7_+1.3
Payeme - 1.9+0.5 -3.0+-0.8
Hohenpeissenberg - 1.3_-_+0.5 NS
Sapporo NS NS
Tateno -1.3+0.9 -3.3+1.7
Kagoshima NS NS
WallopsIs. -2.0--+1.1 -2.5_+1.8
Boulder -3.7_+1.2
Hilo -3.7+1.3a
Lauder -1.5+_1.5b
Period 70-79 80-96
Resolute -2.3+_2.5 NS
Churchill NS -2.3+_2.4
Edmonton 5.1+_6.0 -2.7_+1.4
Goose Bay NS 2.0+-1.7
The trend in the correction factor was calculated using a least squares fit to monthly
mean values; two standard errors are given. NS indicates that the trends are statistically
insignificant, and most of these are smaller than l%/decade; values are given for trends
that are significant or are close to significant. The Tiao et al. data selection criteria were
used, i.e, the sonde reached 16 mbar, there was an ozone column measurement (except
for Resolute), and the CF was within the range 0.9-1.2 (BM) and 0.9-1.15 (ECC). Trends
are given separately for the two types of sondes for the Canadian stations, and for the two
analysis periods at the other stations.
.a. Trend for 1982-96
b. Trend for 1986-96
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FigureCaptions.
Figure 1. Correctionfactorsfor selectedsondestations.
Figure 2. Annual trends in the vertical distribution of ozonefor 1970-96for Hohen-
peissenberg,in percentper decade.The dashedline showstrendscomputedby LM for
theozonecolumn in 33 layersequallyspacedin log presurefrom 1000to 6.3mbar. The
solid line showsresultsfor 11layersobtainedby summingthe ezonecontentin 3 con-
secutivelayers. Resultsareshownbelow 10mbar.
Figure 3. Time seriesof monthly mean valuesfor ozonein DU and deseasonalized
monthly meansfor selectedstations.ThecorrectionfactorsusedbyLM wereappliedfor
thetop panels(a), andthedataselectioncriteria usedby Tiao et al. for the lower panels
(b) (see text). Values are shown for one of the 33 levels near 90 mbar, and the same rela-
tive scale is used for both sets of means.
Figure 4. Difference of monthly mean values for the three European stations near 90
mbar. The correction factors used by LM were applied (see text).
Figure 5. Seasonal trends in the vertical distribution of ozone for 1970-96. The results
of LM are shown by the solid line and the Tiao et al. results by the dotted line. Two stan-
dard errors are shown. Trends are plotted at the midpoint of the pressure levels used in
each analysis.
Figure 6a. Annual trends in the vertical distribution of ozone for 1970-96. The results of
LM are shown by the solid line and the Tiao et al. results by the dotted line. Two stan-
dard errors are shown.
Figure 6b. Annual trends in the vertical distribution of ozone for 1970-96 in
DU/km/decade. The results of LM are shown by the solid line and the Tiao et al. results
by the dotted line. Two standard errors are shown. The dashed line shows trends were
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derivedwith the LM model run with the Tiao et al. data treatment(their selectioncri-
teria,andwith thedatadivided bytheCF).
Figure 7. Sensitivity of annualtrendsin the vertical distribution of ozoneto data treat-
mentprior to trendanalysis.All trendswerederivedwith the LM model. The solid line
showsresultsfor the LM dataselectioncriteria; the dotted line showsresultswith the
Tiao et al. dataselectioncriteria, andwith the datadivided by the CF); the dashedline
showsresultswith theTiao etal. dataselectioncriteria, but without dividing by theCF.
Figure 8. Column trend in ozonein DU/decadefrom 250 to 16mbar for 1970-96. The
trianglesare results from LM, the crossesthose from Tiao et al., and the circles are
resultsfor the LM model,with the datatreatmentof Tiao et al. (their dataselection,and
with thedatadividedby theCF).
Figure 9. Annual trends for individual sonde stations located between 36 ° and 59 ° N,
superimposed.
Figure 10. Mean annual trend for the sonde stations located between 36 ° and 59 ° N. The
solid line shows the LM results, the dashed line the Tiao et al. results. Two standard
errors are shown; these were calculated as the standard error of the nine trend values at
each pressure level.
Figure 11. Seasonal mean trends for the sonde stations located between 36 ° and 59 ° N,
superimposed. LM results.
Figure 12. Seasonal mean profiles for three European stations, 48°-51°N (left) and for
three Canadian stations, 53o-59 ° N (right). LM results.
Figure 13. Seasonal mean profiles for stations located between 36 ° and 53°N. LM
results, left panel, and Tiao et al. results, right panel.
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Figure 14. Annual trends for
(dashed lines) where available.
for 1982-96. LM results.
1980-96 (solid lines) compared to trends for 1970-96
The Lauder trends are fc,r 1986-96, and the Hilo trends
Figure 15. Mean annual trend for the sonde stations located between 36 ° and 59°N, for
1980-96 (solid line) compared to the mean trend for 1970-96 (dotted line). LM results.
Two standard errors are shown; these were calculated as the standard error of the nine
trend values at each pressure level.
Figure 16. Time series of monthly mean values for ozone in DU Left) and deseasonal-
ized monthly means (right) for selected stations. The correction factors used by LM
were applied (see text). Values are shown for one of the 33 levels near 500 mbar, and the
same relative scale in used for both sets of means.
Figure 17. Difference of monthly mean values for the three European stations near 500
mbar. The correction factors used by LM were applied (see text).
Figure 18. Column trend in ozone in DU/decade from the lowest layer to 250 mbar. The
triangles are results from LM, the crosses those from Tiao et al., and the circles are
results for the LM model, with the data treatment of Tiao et al. (their data selection, and
with the data divided by the CF).
Figure 19. Comparison of seasonal trends for (i) sonde data re-evaluated for the this
study (solid lines) and (ii) for sonde data archived at WOUDC (dotted lines), for Payerne.
The same data selection criteria were applied to both sets of data. Tiao et al. results.
Figure 20. Comparison of column trends for ozone for 1!_70-96. The circles show the
trend in the overhead ozone column measured on the same days as the sondes used in the
LM analysis, computed with the LM model. The crosses si-ow the integrated sonde trend
up to 16 mbar, computed with the LM model, and the triangles show the integrated sonde
-36-
trend up to 16 mbar computedwith the Tiao et al. model. Two standarderrors are
shown. The errors for the sondedataareonly approximate,asthey do not accountfor
any correlationbetweenozoneat one layer and the next, and the Tiao et al. errors are
smaller in part becausethey are for 12 layers rather than9. The three resultsfor each
seasonareoffset for clarity.
Figure 21. Comparisonof column trends for ozonefor 1980-96. Circles and crosses
show thecolumn andintegratedsondetrendsdefinedasin Figure20. The sonderesults
are theLM analysis. The trianglesshowthe trend in TOMS datafor Nov. 1978to Oct.
1994,computedby Hollandsworth.The threeresultsfor eachseasonareoffset for clar-
ity.
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